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INFORMATION LETTER/UPDATE:
GENERAL INFORMATION:
Classes are going great.
MONTHLY INSPIRATION
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We live in a world where a white lunatic kid kills several people in a church and liberals
come apart at the seams. They don’t mention the dozens killed every week in black
American Ghettos across our nation that they control. Now they want to ban the
Confederate flag that is a piece of history put into place by democrats. Why not ban Al
Sharpton and Jessie Jackson as they stir up more hate than the Confederate flag. Why
not ban Communist flags and paraphernalia that contributed to the deaths of millions
and millions of innocent people. Political correctness is a term I use to describe the
pussification of America. What next, will be banned and forgotten??

I am originally from San Diego and don’t have a dog in the Civil War fight, but respect
soldiers on both sides of the war. We are all Americans now. Don’t attempt to change
history, learn from it. Part of being American means you can express yourself-unless you are
conservative. Valor was exhibited on both sides of the conflict as well as atrocities. I am to
the point that I would fly a confederate flag in front of my house just to stir up shit and let
some liberal try and take it down.
Further, I am going to try my best not to shop at Wal Mart and Amazon. The quickest way to
change ignorant behavior is an ass whooping. Next, is to financially hurt someone. Good
Americans need to send a message to these wussified companies and let them know they
need to grab their balls and stand their ground against the liberal evil in the world.
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Reverse Discrimination is the appropriate term that I use to describe the current president and
his administration. He has seeded people into position of power using ethnic background
instead of their qualifications. Our president is the biggest racist I have seen in my lifetime.
Currently we have two standards in America, one black and one white.

Blacks can get away with this, but is accepted and sadly, expected conduct. When will they
be required to be Americans, grow up and be held to the same standard????
LE CORNER
“Embrace the Suck” is a patch I have on one of my doors and it was on my daughter’s door
before that. Life is cyclic and this time is going to be difficult for you because of the liberal
democratic scum that inhabit the White House and the current administration. They are an
infection in the American way of life and it will pass. It is like having diarrhea. It is nasty
and disgusting, but it will pass.
Long story short, keep the faith and do your job. Kill the bad ones if needed, save the good
ones and come home at the end of the day to your family. There are way more good
Americans out here that support you than those who oppose you. Liberals are a bunch of
undisciplined loud mouthed sniveling bitches that are too chicken shit to stand up for what
they know is right. They choose the easy path versus the right one.
Remember, always do things with a backup officer. This will double your force, firepower
and witnesses to the incident. Do not let the shit-eaters prevail….
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MONTHLY PERSPECTIVE:
McKinney Texas
Some black opportunists sold tickets to a pool party and created another racially charged
incident. Nothing new there.
As for the police officer and his weapon response/posture it was controlled and from my
view warranted. A mass of 150 people can kill you. They are a mob. If you are trying to
apprehend someone and others dart in and “tag” you or your weapon, they are interfering
with an arrest and attempting to escalate the violence by taking the officers weapon. Many
case histories are out there of officers getting killed with their own weapons.
He controlled his weapon and did not point it recklessly. I saw no officers to his front which
makes me believe he was in the front of the melee and may have though he did not have
back-up officers.
Next, the officer resigned and I am sorry to hear that. I wish he would have allowed the
system to work and protect him. Although it might have taken months or year.
I am not sure if the Chief is a good guy or bad guy as many Chiefs now are worried more
about their jobs than doing the right thing and protecting their officers. The sad reality is,
many are Chiefs seek prestige and power vs. being professional law man.
Tipping Point
America is in my mind the best country out there. Having said this, other countries look at us
and wonder when we are going to grow up. We are like a spoiled kid that is used to having
everything and now throw temper tantrums when we don’t get our way or more of something
we want.
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We have polluted our current generation of kids and are well on our way to destroying the
next. This comes through bad parenting and teaching. Parenting in not wanting our kids to
struggle a bit and learning to understand what it is like to earn something. The other issues is
the teaching in the liberal colleges and classes that poison our naïve kid’s minds.

We allow minorities to be manipulated by liberals and their own black slave master handlers
(Jackson/Sharpton) into believing they are owed something and that they are oppressed.
These people are ignorant and need to go overseas and see what the rest of the world is like.
Further, we are allowing them to inbreed faster than good Americans and we are subsidizing
them. As a doctor once told me, you get your first baby delivered for free if you cannot
afford it. They also tie your tubes in the process.
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Good and solid Americans have armed themselves and are quietly waiting to see how things
shake out. One of these days a mob of thugs is going to push or attack the wrong person and
things will get real. Someone is going to leave a bunch of bodies on the ground when that
happens and then it will be game on.

I see mobs as wanting to push back with sporadic violence and then their ghettos/Section 8
getting burned down with them in it. The problem is that many of the good Americans will
die as well as they will be painted with the same brush as the thugs because of their skin
color.
I see many blacks and Muslims in the same context. There are many good black Americans,
but they do not stand up for what is right and condemn the violence and the ignorance.
Keeping silent is the easy and weak thing to do. With that, you get painted with the same
brush. Sorry, that is just how life works.
Bruce Jenner
Bruce is not normal and has mental issues. I don’t dwell on it as many Americans do. He
does not speak for the rest of America nor does that clueless clan of bimbos he used to reside
with. He is not what America is and is all about and is sure not a hero.
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Now we have others that wish they were black and lie about it. Why not just be happy with
who you are? Another liberal democrat that does not represent America. The freak show has
come full circle as the media portrays it to be the norm. It is not.
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2nd AMENDMENT
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JOIN THE NRA…..and help shape
their and our future.
MOTIVATION
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ON A LIGHTER NOTE:
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NEW SHOOTERS CORNER
At least one prominent instructor has banned the use of the inside the waist band appendix
carry. Long story short, it can be done safely. Use a kydex one that does not collapse when
the weapon is drawn.
Also, look at the holster when you are putting it away if there is a doubt. It is the most
visible holster to see when re-holstering.
When in doubt, seek a qualified instructor to teach you and buy quality equipment.
We at CSAT will train you how to carry appendix and use a Serpa if that is the holster you
use. While I don’t use the Serpa, I know some folks that are issued them. We will not
penalize you for that.
RANGE UPDATE:
Starting to work on Sniper Hill drainage…
CLASSROOM/ LODGE:
NO CHANGES
EQUIPMENT:
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ROBAR Companies www.robarguns.com
Tactical Night Vision Company www.tnvc.com
Bravo Company USA www.bravocompanyusa.com
LaRue Tactical www.laruetactical.com
Tango Down, LLC www.tangodown.com
Battle Comp, LLC www.battlecomp.com
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Primary Arms www.primaryarms.com
Strohman Enterprise www.strohmanenterprise.com

HUNTING UPDATE:
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DVD’s, Leadership and Training For the Fight/The Tactical Trainer

TACTICAL DVD’s OUT:
 Tactical Pistol Operator
 Tactical Rifle Operator
 Advanced Tac Pistol/Rifle
 Tactical Drills
 Combat Mindset
 Black Hawk Down
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 Civilian Response to Active Shooters
 Long Range Hunter
 Home Defense
 Vehicle Defense
 Land Navigation
READING/MISC. INFORMATION
More books stacking up…
IN CLOSING
Thanks and we look forward to seeing you all soon.
Paul R. Howe

